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Zero Zero Zero Penguin UK From the international bestselling auhor of Gomorrah, this searing exposé of dirty money and the drug trade reveals how they are at the heart of our
lives, our economy, and our world. 'The most important book of the year ... Here it is, laid bare: cartel as corporation, corporation as cartel; cocaine as pure capitalism ... Saviano
realises the brutal truth: that to understand narco-traﬃc is to understand the modern world ... it is revolutionary' Ed Vulliamy, Observer 'A dense, dazzling, dizzying narrative about
the terrifying violence of the cocaine trade, but also the vast, unassailable reach of it' Rose George, Independent 'A tremendously gripping work of reportage' Ian Thomson, Evening
Standard 'Italy's bravest investigative writer ... must-read nonﬁction' GQ 'Impassioned, remarkable' Misha Glenny, Financial Times 'After reading Saviano, it becomes impossible to
see Italy, and the global market, in the same way again' The New York Times ZeroZeroZero Penguin An electrifying, internationally bestselling investigation of the global cocaine
trade now a series on Prime Video starring Andrea Riseborough, Dane DeHaan, and Gabriel Byrne, from the author of the #1 international bestseller Gomorrah “Zero zero zero” ﬂour
is the ﬁnest, whitest available. It is also the nickname among narcotraﬃckers for the purest cocaine on the market. And it is the title of Roberto Saviano’s unforgettable exploration
of the inner workings of the global cocaine trade—its rules and armies, and the true depth of its reach into the world economy. Saviano’s Gomorrah, his explosive account of the
Neapolitan mob, the Camorra, was a worldwide sensation. It struck such a nerve with the Camorra that Saviano has lived with twenty-four-hour police protection for more than eight
years. During this time he has come to know law enforcement agencies and oﬃcials around the world. With their cooperation, Savaiano has broadened his perspective to take in the
entire global “corporate” entity that is the drug trade and the complex money-laundering operations that allow it to function, often with the help of the world’s biggest banks. The
result is a harrowing and groundbreaking synthesis of literary narrative and geopolitical analysis exploring one of the most powerful dark forces in our economy. Saviano tracks the
shift in the cocaine trade’s axis of power, from Colombia to Mexico, and relates how the Latin American cartels and gangs have forged alliances with crime syndicates across the
globe. He charts the increasing sophistication of these criminal entities as they diversify into other products and markets. He also reveals the astonishing increase in the severity of
violence as they have fought to protect and extend their power. Saviano is a writer and journalist of rare courage and a thinker of impressive intellectual depth, able to see
connections between far-ﬂung phenomena and bind them into a single epic story. Most drug-war narratives feel safely removed from our own lives; Saviano oﬀers no such comfort.
Both heart-racing and eye-opening, ZeroZeroZero is an investigative story like none other. Praise for ZerZeroZero: “[Saviano] has developed a literary style that switches from vivid
descriptions of human depravity to a philosophical consideration of the meaning of violence in the modern world. . . . Most important of all is the hope Saviano gives to countless
victims of criminal violence by standing up to its perpetrators.” —Financial Times ZeroZeroZero Penguin “Zero zero zero” ﬂour is the ﬁnest, whitest available. “Zero zero zero” is
also the nickname among narcotraﬃckers for the purest, highest quality cocaine on the market. And it is the title of Roberto Saviano’s unforgettable exploration of how the cocaine
trade knits the world into its dark economy and imposes its own vicious rules and moral codes on its armies and, through them, on us all. Saviano’s Gomorrah, his explosive account
of the Neapolitan mob, the Camorra, was a worldwide publishing sensation. It struck such a nerve with the Camorra that Saviano has lived with twenty-four hour police protection in
the shadow of death threats for more than seven years. During this time he has become intimate with law enforcement agencies around the world. Saviano has broadened his
perspective to take in the entire global “corporate” entity that is the drug trade in cooperation with law enforcement oﬃcials, who have fed him information and sources and used
him to guide their own thinking and tactics. Saviano has used this extraordinary access to feed his own groundbreaking reportage. The result is a truly amazing and harrowing
synthesis of intimate literary narrative and geopolitical analysis of one of the most powerful dark forces in the global economy. In Zero Zero Zero, Saviano tracks the shift in the
cocaine trade’s axis of power, from Colombia to Mexico, and relates how the Latin American cartels and gangs have forged alliances, ﬁrst with the Italian crime syndicates, then with
the Russians, Africans, and others. On the one hand, he charts an astonishing increase in sophistication and diversiﬁcation as these criminal entities diversify into many other
products and markets. On the other, he reveals the threat of violence to protect and extend power and how the nature of the violence has grown steadily more appalling. Saviano is
a journalist of rare courage and a thinker of impressive intellectual depth and moral imagination, able to see the connections between far-ﬂung phenomena and bind them into a
single epic story. Most drug-war narratives feel safely removed from our own lives; Saviano oﬀers no such comfort. As heart racing as it is heady, Zero Zero Zero is a fusion of a
variety of disparate genres into a brilliant new form that can only be called Savianoesque. Zero Zero Zero Feltrinelli Editore Scrivere di cocaina è come farne uso. Vuoi sempre più
notizie, più informazioni, e quelle che trovi sono succulente, non ne puoi più fare a meno. Sei addicted. Anche quando sono riconducibili a uno schema generale che hai già capito,
queste storie aﬀascinano per i loro particolari. E ti si ﬁccano in testa, ﬁnché un’altra – incredibile, ma vera – prende il posto della precedente. Davanti vedi l’asticella
dell’assuefazione che non fa che alzarsi e preghi di non andare mai in crisi di astinenza. Per questo continuo a raccoglierne ﬁno alla nausea, più di quanto sarebbe necessario, senza
riuscire a fermarmi. Sono ﬁammate che divampano accecanti. Assordanti pugni nello stomaco. Ma perché questo rumore lo sento solo io? Più scendo nei gironi imbiancati dalla coca,
e più mi accorgo che la gente non sa. C’è un ﬁume che scorre sotto le grandi città, un ﬁume che nasce in Sudamerica, passa dall’Africa e si dirama ovunque. Uomini e donne
passeggiano per via del Corso e per i boulevard parigini, siritrovano a Times Square e camminano a testa bassa lungo i viali londinesi. Non sentono niente? Come fanno a sopportare
tutto questo rumore?R.S. My Italians True Stories of Crime and Courage Penguin UK From the international bestselling author of Gomorrah, this is a deeply personal and candid
portrait of Italy today: a place of traﬃcking and toxic waste, where votes can be bought and sold, where organized crime ravages both north and south - yet also where many
courageous individuals defy the system, and millions work tirelessly for a better future. 'Saviano is a blazingly vivid and courageous writer' Independent 'A national hero' Umberto
Eco 'Saviano has an astonishing ability to write luminously yet subtly about terrible things' Le Parisien 'Brave and passionate' Guardian 'One of the world's ﬁnest investigative
journalists' GQ Summary of Roberto Saviano's Zero Zero Zero Everest Media LLC Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The
people who use cocaine are right next to you. The police oﬃcer who is about to pull you over has been snorting for years, and everyone knows it. #2 I was asked to write about a
speech that had been recorded on an iPhone at a meeting. The police wanted to know if the story went the way the young man said it had, or if it had been staged. #3 The police
oﬃcer told me that the young man, his informant, had heard the only valuable lesson - how to be in the world - and had recorded it on the sly. If I wrote about it and nobody did
anything, it would prove that the young man was telling the truth. #4 The police oﬃcer read me the transcript he’d made. They’d met in a room not far from where we were,
randomly seated, not in a horseshoe like they do at ritual initiations. The old Italian began speaking without even introducing himself. Savage Kiss Pan Macmillan Roberto Saviano
returns to the streets of Naples and the boy bosses who run them in Savage Kiss, the hotly anticipated follow-up to The Piranhas, the bestselling novel and major motion picture.
Nicolas Fiorilla and his gang of children – his paranza – control the squares of Forcella after their rapid rise to power. But it isn’t easy being at the top. Now that the Piranhas have
power in the city, they must undermine the old families of the Camorra and remain united among themselves. Every paranzino has his own vendettas and dreams to pursue – dreams
that might go beyond the laws of the gang. A new war may be about to break out in this city of cut-throat bargaining, ruthless betrayal, and brutal revenge. Saviano continues the
story of the disillusioned boys of Forcella, the paranzini ready to give and receive kisses that leave a taste of blood. Saviano’s Gomorrah was a worldwide sensation, and The
Piranhas, called ‘raw and shocking’ by the New York Times Book Review, captured readers with its tale of raw criminal ambition, told with ‘openhearted rashness’ (Elena Ferrante).
Savage Kiss, which again draws on the skills of translator Antony Shugaar, is a thrilling story from the brilliant Italian novelist. Nemesis One Man and the Battle for Rio Random
House 'Breaking Bad meets City of God' Roberto Saviano, author of Gomorrah HUSBAND. This is the story of an ordinary man who became the king of the largest slum in Rio, the
head of a drug cartel and Brazil's most notorious criminal. FATHER. A man who tried to bring welfare and justice to a playground of gang culture and destitution, while everyone
around him drew guns and partied. DRUG LORD. It's a story of gold-hunters and evangelical pastors, bent police and rich-kid addicts, politicians and drug lords and the battle for the
beautiful but damned city of Rio. MOST WANTED CRIMINAL. Zero Zero Zero Wie Kokain die Welt beherrscht Gomorrah Pan Macmillan Since publishing his searing expose of their
criminal activities, the author has received so many death threats from the Camorra that he has been assigned police protection. In pursuit of his subject, Saviano worked as an
assistant at a Chinese textile manufacturer and on the construction site, both controlled by "the System". The Ring And, The Opposite of Death MacLehose Press In Italy's
impoverished south, choices are limited. Rules and traditions are more powerful than the lives of individuals, and young Italians who stand on the right side of the law still ﬁnd
themselves on the frontline. In 'The Opposite of Death', Maria is a seventeen-year-old widow before she has even made it to the altar; her ﬁancé enlisted and died in Afghanistan to
avoid a life controlled by the maﬁa. In 'The Ring', a tale of bloody vengeance, a young woman comes to visit from the north, bringing with her ignorance and prejudice. Two women
at separate poles of experience. Roberto Saviano has become a symbol of a whole generation of lost young Italians; these stories demonstrate once more the commitment to truth
and justice that made Gomorrah such an exceptionally brave book. Narco Wars The Gripping Story of How British Agents Inﬁltrated the Colombian Drug Cartels Milo Books Ltd Tom
Chandler arrived in Bogotá at the height of the cocaine boom. Pablo Escobar lay dead, the Cali Cartel had taken over much of the global supply, and an avalanche of coke was poised
to hit Europe. Now the British government wanted Chandler and his team to do the impossible: inﬁltrate the most powerful crime syndicates on earth and stop their drug shipments.
It was a perilous assignment. The cartel bosses operated like a lethal multi-national, with armies of hitmen and myriad spies in ports, airports, police stations and government
oﬃces. Their intelligence systems ﬂushed out turncoats and traitors, and they ruthlessly exterminated their enemies. Yet Chandler, an HM Customs investigator ﬂuent in Spanish,
knew he could only succeed by recruiting local informants, and went out into the ﬁeld to ﬁnd them. Within four years he had a network of ﬁfty agents buried deep inside the
traﬃcking organisations. The result was unprecedented. Their intel led to the arrest of hundreds of narcos and to the seizure of 300 tonnes of drugs, worth a staggering $3 billion.
Chandler's web disrupted the Bogotá maﬁa, who controlled the main airport and boasted they could put anything on a plane, from drugs to bombs; penetrated the go-fast crews
who raced coke-laden speedboats to the transit station of Jamaica; dismantled the 'rip-on' teams who smuggled through the coastal ports; and identiﬁed the so-called motherships,
the largest method of bulk transit ever discovered. He faced appalling risks. Treacherous stool pigeons worked for both sides, and some of his Colombian law-enforcement
colleagues were abducted, tortured and killed. Chandler too faced a grave threat when the crime lords learned he was responsible for a string of interdictions. Yet he persisted,
driven to continue with the greatest series of sustained seizures ever made, until he ﬁnally burned out and his tour of duty came to an end. Two of his best sources were
subsequently murdered, and his bosses dropped the entire overseas informant programme, with dire consequences. Narco Wars is an unﬂinching story of danger fear and stress,
and of the tradecraft and unsung heroism of the agents and their handlers. El Narco The Bloody Rise of Mexican Drug Cartels Bloomsbury Publishing The gripping account of the outof-control drug wars that have brought chaos to Mexico, and are now spilling into the United States. Beauty and the Inferno Essays Verso Books Essays on art, politics and life from
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the best-selling author of Gomorrah Gomorrah, Roberto Saviano’s 2006 exposé of Naples’s Camorra maﬁa, was an international bestseller and became an award-winning ﬁlm. But
the death threats that followed forced the author into hiding. Saviano was ostracized by his countrymen and went on the run, changing his location every few months and compelled
to keep perpetual company with his bodyguards. To this day, he lives in an undisclosed location. The loneliness of the fugitive life informs the essays in Beauty and the Inferno.
Among other subjects, he writes about the legendary South African jazz singer Miriam Makeba, his meeting with the real-life Donnie Brasco, sharing the Nobel Academy platform
with Salman Rushdie, and the murdered Russian journalist Anna Politkovskaya. Present throughout the book is a sense of Saviano’s peculiar isolation, which infuses his words with
anger, exceptional insight and tragedy. Portraits and Observations Modern Library Perhaps no twentieth century writer was so observant and elegant a chronicler of his times as
Truman Capote. Whether he was proﬁling the rich and famous or creating indelible word-pictures of events and places near and far, Capote’s eye for detail and dazzling style made
his reportage and commentary undeniable triumphs of the form. Portraits and Observations is the ﬁrst volume devoted solely to all the essays ever published by this most beloved
of writers. From his travel sketches of Brooklyn, New Orleans, and Hollywood, written when he was twenty-two, to meditations about fame, fortune, and the writer’s art at the peak
of his career, to the brief works penned during the isolated denouement of his life, these essays provide an essential window into mid-twentieth-century America as oﬀered by one
of its canniest observers. Included are such celebrated masterpieces of narrative nonﬁction as “The Muses Are Heard” and the short nonﬁction novel “Handcarved Coﬃns,” as well
as many long-out-of-print essays, including portraits of Isak Dinesen, Mae West, Marcel Duchamp, Humphrey Bogart, and Marilyn Monroe. Among the highlights are “Ghosts in
Sunlight: The Filming of In Cold Blood, “Preface to Music for Chameleons, in which Capote candidly recounts the highs and lows of his long career, and a playful self-portrait in the
form of an imaginary self-interview. The book concludes with the author’s last written words, composed the day before his death in 1984, the recently discovered “Remembering
Willa Cather,” Capote’s touching recollection of his encounter with the author when he was a young man at the dawn of his career. Portraits and Observations puts on display the
full spectrum of Truman Capote’s brilliance. Certainly, Capote was, as Somerset Maugham famously called him, “a stylist of the ﬁrst quality.” But as the pieces gathered here
remind us, he was also an artist of remarkable substance. Operation Pedestal: The Fleet that Battled to Malta 1942 HarperCollins UK The Sunday Times bestseller ‘One of the most
dramatic forgotten chapters of the war, as told in a new book by the incomparable Max Hastings’ DAILY MAIL Salt Random House Homer called it a divine substance. Plato described
it as especially dear to the gods. As Mark Kurlansky so brilliantly relates here, salt has shaped civilisation from the beginning, and its story is a glittering, often surprising part of
the history of mankind. Wars have been fought over salt and, while salt taxes secured empires across Europe and Asia, they have also inspired revolution - Gandhi's salt march in
1930 began the overthrow of British rule in India. From the rural Sichuan province where the last home-made soya sauce is produced to the Cheshire brine springs that supplied salt
around the globe, Mark Kurlansky has produced a kaleidoscope of world history, a multi-layered masterpiece that blends political, commercial, scientiﬁc, religious and culinary
records into a rich and memorable tale. Gangster Warlords Drug Dollars, Killing Fields, and the New Politics of Latin America Bloomsbury Publishing In a ranch south of Texas, the
man known as The Executioner dumps ﬁve hundred body parts in metal barrels. In Brazil's biggest city, a mysterious prisoner orders hit-men to gun down forty-one police oﬃcers
and prison guards in two days. In southern Mexico, a crystal meth maker is venerated as a saint while imposing Old Testament justice on his enemies. A new kind of criminal kingpin
has arisen: part CEO, part terrorist, and part rock star, unleashing guerrilla attacks, strong-arming governments and taking over much of the world's trade in narcotics, guns and
humans. Who are these new masters of death? What personal qualities and life experiences have made them into such bloodthirsty leaders of men? What do they represent and
stand for? What has happened in the Americas to allow them to grow and ﬂourish? Author of the critically acclaimed El Narco: Inside Mexico's Criminal Insurgency, Ioan Grillo has
covered Latin America since 2001, and gained access to every level of the cartel chain-of-command in what he calls the new battleﬁelds of the Americas. Moving between militiacontrolled ghettos and the halls of top policy-makers, Grillo provides a new and disturbing understanding of a war that has spiralled out of control – one that people across the
political spectrum need to confront now. Gangster Warlords is the ﬁrst deﬁnitive account of the crime wars now wracking Central and South America and the Caribbean.
ZeroZeroZero At the Devil's Table The Untold Story of the Insider Who Brought Down the Cali Cartel Random House Incorporated Traces the 1990s collaborative eﬀort between two
U.S. agents and a security chief for a notorious Colombian drug cartel to dismantle the organization and bring its leaders to justice, a life-risking venture marked by a race to extract
damaging evidence and protect the life of a key witness. The Piranhas The Boy Bosses of Naples: A Novel Picador In Gomorrah, a New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the
Year, Roberto Saviano revealed a true, devastating portrait of Naples, Italy under the rule of the Camorra, a crime organization more powerful and violent than the Maﬁa. In The
Piranhas, the international bestselling author returns to his home city with a novel of gang warfare and a young man’s dark desire to rise to the top of Naples’s underworld. Nicolas
Fiorillo is a brilliant and ambitious ﬁfteen-year-old from the slums of Naples, eager to make his mark and to acquire power and the money that comes with it. With nine friends, he
sets out to create a new paranza, or gang. Together they roam the streets on their motorscooters, learning how to break into the network of small-time hoodlums that controls drugdealing and petty crime in the city. They learn to cheat and to steal, to shoot semiautomatic pistols and AK-47s. Slowly they begin to wrest control of the neighborhoods from enemy
gangs while making alliances with failing old bosses. Nicolas’s strategic brilliance is prodigious, and his cohorts’ rapid rise and envelopment in the ensuing maelstrom of violence
and death is riveting and impossible to turn away from. In The Piranhas, Roberto Saviano imagines the lurid glamour of Nicolas’s story with all the vividness and insight that made
Gomorrah a worldwide sensation. “With the openhearted rashness that belongs to every true writer, Saviano returns to tell the story of the ﬁerce and grieving heart of Naples.”
—Elena Ferrante Kilo Life and Death Inside the Secret World of the Cocaine Cartels Random House Join the deadly journey of cocaine, from farmer to kingpin. Meet Maria. Maria
doesn’t see herself as a criminal. She’s just a farmhand picking the crops that never lose money: coca. This is Cachote. He prays to the Virgin of the Assassins that his bullets ﬁnd
their target. If he misses, he’ll have to answer to the cartel who pay him to take out their enemies. Pedro works the coca labs. But this laboratory is hidden deep in the jungle, and
he turns coca leaves in to coca paste, a step just short of cocaine. And ﬁnally, here is Alex. Alex is a drug-lord and decides where the drug goes next: into Europe or the US. And he
wields the power of life and death over everyone around him. In Kilo, Toby Muse takes us deeper into the drug trade than ever before, following a kilo of cocaine as it travels from
its origins to the street. On the ground in the drug war for over a decade, earning the trust of those involved on all sides, Toby Muse takes us with him through the endless bloodsoaked horror and economic logic at every level of the journey of the world’s most alluring and dangerous drug. We come to meet and ultimately understand the tainted personal
psychology and motivations of each player in this dark El Dorado. But there are no winners here. Anyone who tries to hold the power of the ‘white goddess’ cocaine is ultimately
undone, violently stripped of their humanity, their souls and their lives in this endless, pointless dance of death. The Last Narco Inside the Hunt for El Chapo, the World's Most
Wanted Drug Lord Open Road + Grove/Atlantic “Malcolm Beith risked life and limb to tell the inside story of Joaquín ‘El Chapo’ Guzmán Loera, Mexico’s notorious drug capo.”
—George W. Grayson, author of Mexico: Narco-Violence and a Failed State? The dense hills of Sinaloa, Mexico, were home to the most powerful drug lord since Pablo Escobar:
Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman. Guzman was among the world’s ten most wanted men and also appeared on Forbes magazine’s 2009 billionaire list. With his massive wealth, his army
of professional killers, and a network of informants that reached into the highest levels of government, catching Guzman was once considered impossible Newly isolated by
inﬁghting amongst the cartels, and with Mexican and DEA authorities closing in, El Chapo was vulnerable as never before. Newsweek correspondent Malcolm Beith had spent years
reporting on the drug wars and followed the chase with full access to senior oﬃcials and exclusive interviews with soldiers and drug traﬃckers in the region, including members of
Guzman’s cartel. The Last Narco combines fearless reporting with the story of El Chapo’s legendary rise from a poor farming family to the “capo” of the world’s largest drug empire.
“The Last Narco gracefully captures the heroic struggle of those who dare to stand up to the cartels, and the ways those cartels have tragically corrupted every aspect of Mexican
law enforcement.” —Laura Bickford, producer, Traﬃc Red Maﬁya How the Russian Mob Has Invaded America Little, Brown In the past decade, from Brighton Beach to Moscow,
Toronto to Hong Kong, the Russian mob has become the world's fastest-growing criminal superpower. Traﬃcking in prostitutes, heroin, and missiles, the maﬁya poses an enormous
threat to global stability and safety. Today, the maﬁya controls over 80 percent of Russia's banks and has siphoned oﬀ billions of dollars in Western loans and aid, almost certainly
derailing the chance for a stable democracy there. But that is just the beginning, for the maﬁya is now in every corner of the United States and has inﬁltrated some of the banks and
brokerage ﬁrms that handle your money. And American law enforcement is just waking up to this staggering problem. No journalist in the world knows more about the maﬁya than
Friedman, who has covered the Russian mob for Details, Vanity Fair, and New York. At great peril to himself, Friedman interviewed many of the top mobsters, who were stunningly
candid about their activities. In their depravity, ruthlessness, and brutality, Russian gangsters make the traditional Maﬁa look like choirboys. Red Maﬁya will appeal to anyone
interested in the Mob. One of the Boys A Novel Simon and Schuster "A riveting and emotionally harrowing debut about two young brothers and their physically and psychologically
abusive father--One of the Boys is 160 perfect, stunning pages by a major new talent"-- Clash of Civilizations Over an Elevator in Piazza Vittorio A Novel Europa Editions The
immigrant tenants of a building in Rome oﬀer skewed accounts of a murder in this prize-winning satire by the Algerian-born Italian author (Publishers Weekly). Piazza Vittorio is
home to a polyglot community of immigrants who have come to Rome from all over the world. But when a tenant is murdered in the building’s elevator, the delicate balance is
thrown into disarray. As each of the victim’s neighbors is questioned by the police, readers are oﬀered an all-access pass into the most colorful neighborhood in contemporary
Rome. With language as colorful as the neighborhood it describes, each character takes his or her turn “giving evidence.” Their various stories reveal much about the drama of
racial identity and the anxieties of a life spent on society’s margins, but also bring to life the hilarious imbroglios of this melting pot Italian culture. “Their frequently wild testimony
teases out intriguing psychological and social insight alongside a playful whodunit plot.” —Publishers Weekly An Ode to Darkness Hachette UK WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE THE STARS?
'Look at a satellite image of the Earth. Where it was once as dark as night, it is now lit up like a Christmas tree. If you zoom in on a city, you'll see ﬂoodlights, neon lights, car lights,
and streetlamps. If you zoom in even further, to your own bedroom, you might see lamps and TV, tablet, and phone screens. Humans have always struggled with the dark, but isn't
it light enough now? What is all this artiﬁcial light doing to us and everything else that lives? What is it doing to our sleep patterns and rhythms and bodies? AN ODE TO DARKNESS
explores our intimate relationship with the dark: why we are scared of it, why we need it and why the ever-encroaching light is damaging our well-being. Under the dark polar night
of northern Norway, journalist Sigri Sandberg meditates on the cultural, historical, psychological and scientiﬁc meaning of darkness, all the while testing the limits of her own fear.
Outsiders MacLehose Press In Roberto Saviano's The Opposite of Death, a town in southern Italy is haunted by the war in Afghanistan, where one by one its sons are dying. In
Ferengi, Carlo Lucarelli explores the Italian settlement of Eritrea a century ago, when the actions of a maid became pivotal to the fate of an exploitative colonial family. Valeria
Parrella's The Prize, set in the Italian countryside during the Second World War, reminds us that revenge is a dish best served cold, while Piero Colaprico's Stairway C is a breathless
Milanese crime novel in miniature. Grassroots writers' collective Wu Ming show how an Italian cheese-maker can become a hero in American Parmesan, and in Another Kind of
Solitude, Simona Vinci suggests that it is only when we are on the outside, or alone, that we ﬁnd true freedom. Global Drug Traﬃcking Otherlands A World in the Making - A Sunday
Times bestseller Penguin UK A SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER 'The best book on the history of life on Earth I have ever read' Tom Holland 'Epically cinematic... A book of
almost unimaginable riches' Sunday Times This is the past as we've never seen it before. Otherlands is an epic, exhilarating journey into deep time, showing us the Earth as it used
to exist, and the worlds that were here before ours. Travelling back in time to the dawn of complex life, and across all seven continents, award-winning young palaeobiologist
Thomas Halliday gives us a mesmerizing up close encounter with eras that are normally unimaginably distant. Halliday immerses us in a series of ancient landscapes, from the
mammoth steppe in Ice Age Alaska to the lush rainforests of Eocene Antarctica, with its colonies of giant penguins, to Ediacaran Australia, where the moon is far brighter than ours
today. We visit the birthplace of humanity; we hear the crashing of the highest waterfall the Earth has ever known; and we watch as life emerges again after the asteroid hits, and
the age of the mammal dawns. These lost worlds seem fantastical and yet every description - whether the colour of a beetle's shell, the rhythm of pterosaurs in ﬂight or the
lingering smell of sulphur in the air - is grounded in the fossil record. Otherlands is a staggering imaginative feat: an emotional narrative that underscores the tenacity of life - yet
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also the fragility of seemingly permanent ecosystems, including our own. To read it is to see the last 500 million years not as an endless expanse of unfathomable time, but as a
series of worlds, simultaneously fabulous and familiar. Dirty Gold The Rise and Fall of an International Smuggling Ring Hachette UK An astonishing read -- full of corruption, greed,
strong drink and stronger language -- that reveals the rotten heart of the global economy - Oliver Bullough, author of Moneyland Crackles along ... they deserve credit for exposing
the dark underbelly of the jewellery industry and giving us another glimpse into the real cost of the global obsession with gold - Spectator __________ All that glitters is not gold. Gold
is the new cocaine - and it's just as lucrative, dangerous, and destructive. __________ Dirty Gold is a searing expose on the booming gold mining industry and destruction on the land
and people of Latin America. It looks closely at a small US ﬁrm in Miami that helped transform the city into the nation's No.1 importer of gold into the United States. The book
follows the meteoric rise and fall of a group of drug traders known as 'the three amigos' who laundered narco money through gold illegally brought into the US and raked in millions
before they were caught. Whilst they were making their millions, the humanitarian situation in Colombia, Peru, and many other countries deteriorated dramatically. Narcoland The
Mexican Drug Lords And Their Godfathers Verso Books The product of ﬁve years’ investigative reporting, the subject of intense national controversy, and the source of death threats
that forced the National Human Rights Commission to assign two full-time bodyguards to its author, Anabel Hernández, Narcoland has been a publishing and political sensation in
Mexico. The deﬁnitive history of the drug cartels, Narcoland takes readers to the front lines of the “war on drugs,” which has so far cost more than 60,000 lives in just six years.
Hernández explains in riveting detail how Mexico became a base for the mega-cartels of Latin America and one of the most violent places on the planet. At every turn, Hernández
names names – not just the narcos, but also the politicians, functionaries, judges and entrepreneurs who have collaborated with them. In doing so, she reveals the mind-boggling
depth of corruption in Mexico’s government and business elite. Hernández became a journalist after her father was kidnapped and killed and the police refused to investigate
without a bribe. She gained national prominence in 2001 with her exposure of excess and misconduct at the presidential palace, and previous books have focused on criminality at
the summit of power, under presidents Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón. In awarding Hernández the 2012 Golden Pen of Freedom, the World Association of Newspapers and News
Publishers noted, “Mexico has become one of the most dangerous countries in the world for journalists, with violence and impunity remaining major challenges in terms of press
freedom. In making this award, we recognize the strong stance Ms. Hernández has taken, at great personal risk, against drug cartels.” Blazing Star The Life and Times of John
Wilmot, Earl of Rochester Head of Zeus He was 'THE WICKEDEST MAN ALIVE'. He went to Oxford University at the age of 12 He slept with his ﬁrst prostitute at 13 He was an alcoholic
by 14 He was imprisoned in the Tower at 18 He was acclaimed a war hero at 19 He died of syphilis at the age of 33 He was English history's ﬁrst celebrity. He was John Wilmot, 2nd
Earl of Rochester: Poet, dandy and libertine. BLAZING STAR is a compelling portrait of a remarkable and complex man, and of a cultural golden age that often spilled over into
depravity. ZeroZeroZero a cocaína governa o mundo ZeroZeroZero Feltrinelli Editore "Guarda la cocaina, vedrai polvere. Guarda attraverso la cocaina, vedrai il mondo" La coca la sta
usando chi è seduto accanto a te ora in treno e l’ha presa per svegliarsi stamattina o l’autista al volante dell’autobus che ti porta a casa, perché vuole fare gli straordinari senza
sentire i crampi alla cervicale. Fa uso di coca chi ti è più vicino. Se non è tuo padre o tua madre, se non è tuo fratello, allora è tuo ﬁglio. Se non è tuo ﬁglio, è il tuo capouﬃcio. Se
non è il tuo capo, è la sua amante, a cui la regala lui al posto degli orecchini e meglio dei diamanti. Chi la usa è lì con te. È il poliziotto che sta per fermarti, il chirurgo che si sta
svegliando ora per operare tua zia, l’avvocato da cui vai per divorziare. Il giudice che si pronuncerà sulla tua causa civile e non ritiene questo un vizio, ma solo un aiuto a godersi la
vita. La cassiera che ti sta dando il biglietto della lotteria. Se non è lei, è il parroco da cui stai andando per la cresima, l’assessore che ha appena deliberato le nuove isole pedonali,
il parcheggiatore che ormai sente l’allegria solo quando tira. Il ricercatore che sta seduto ora a destra del professore, il vigile urbano che suda moltissimo anche se è inverno, il
lavavetri con gli occhi scavati. Tuo cognato che non è mai allegro o il ragazzo di tua ﬁglia che invece lo è sempre. Il costruttore della casa in cui vivi, lo scrittore che leggi prima di
dormire, la giornalista che ascolterai al telegiornale. Ma se, pensandoci bene, ritieni che nessuna di queste persone possa tirare cocaina, o sei incapace di vedere o stai mentendo.
Oppure, semplicemente, la persona che ne fa uso sei tu. Maﬁa Organizations Cambridge University Press Makes sense of maﬁas as organizations, via a pioneering comparative
analysis of seven maﬁa groups from around the world. This collative study of historical accounts, oﬃcial data, investigative sources, and interviews will aid students and scholars of
sociology, organizational studies and criminology to better understand how maﬁas work. Bound by Duty Amelia Bradbury is the last living Elder. She has power she can't control, a
prophecy dictating her fate, a betrothal she can't stop and a heart lost to a human. When duty calls, will she choose her head or her heart? I Shall Not Hate A Gaza Doctor's Journey
on the Road to Peace and Human Dignity Bloomsbury Publishing Heart-breaking, hopeful and horrifying, I Shall Not Hate is a Palestinian doctor's inspiring account of his
extraordinary life, growing up in poverty but determined to treat his patients in Gaza and Israel regardless of their ethnic origin. A London University- and Harvard-trained
Palestinian doctor who was born and raised in the Jabalia refugee camp in the Gaza Strip and 'who has devoted his life to medicine and reconciliation between Israelis and
Palestinians' (New York Times), Abuelaish is an infertility specialist who lives in Gaza but works in Israel. On the strip of land he calls home (where 1.5 million Gazan refugees are
crammed into a few square miles) the Gaza doctor has been crossing the lines in the sand that divide Israelis and Palestinians for most of his life - as a physician who treats patients
on both sides of the line, as a humanitarian who sees the need for improved health and education for women as the way forward in the Middle East. And, most recently, as the
father whose three daughters were killed by Israeli shells on 16 January 2009, during Israel's incursion into the Gaza Strip. It was his response to this tragedy that made news and
won him humanitarian awards around the world. Instead of seeking revenge or sinking into hatred, Izzeldin Abuelaish called for the people in the region to start talking to each
other. His deepest hope is that his daughters will be 'the last sacriﬁce on the road to peace between Palestinians and Israelis'. Lolita in the Afterlife On Beauty, Risk, and Reckoning
with the Most Indelible and Shocking Novel of the Twentieth Century Vintage A collection of sharp and essential modern pieces by a wide range of celebrated writers on Vladimir
Nabokov's novel Lolita, published in the United States in 1958 to immediate controversy Inside the Zhivago Storm. The Editorial Adventures of Pasternak's Masterpiece
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